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The end result: Q’shintuling. Our community
comes together to give an audience to
Smuqw’a’, to celebrate their learning. Learners
are beaming with pride and awe about the
way their work is being seen, celebrated, and
taken in. What is the story of how we arrived
at this evening? At a student-centered
museum and art gallery exhibition publicly
celebrating their work? It began with an
invitation and The Witness Blanket. (Click here
to learn more).
In December, the staff of Q’Shintul were
approached by the Duncan Art Gallery to
submit art related to the theme of Truth and
Reconciliation for a travelling exhibition.
Student voice was to be the focus, and
authentic responses to the learning we do on

this topic were requested. Excited, we all
agreed to make this provocation a focus of our
work when we returned from winter break.
Around the same time, Smuqw’a’ were
presented with the opportunity to travel to
Victoria to see Carey Newman’s work, The
Witness Blanket. We also took in the
documentary describing its creation. From
these two offerings, themes of curation,
artifacts and storytelling emerged.
Dreams of creating a witness blanket of our
own took root. More questions than answers
bubble up. What does it mean to witness?
What are the qualities of skillful witnessing?
What are the stories we want to tell? What is
NOT our story to tell? What could we witness?
How do artifacts tell stories?

Brian and I were asking ourselves; how could we support Smuqw’a’ learners to take the first steps toward
a monumental task- creating our own witness blanket?
We began with the end in mind. An evening Celebration of Learning that our community was invited
to. Public. Authentic. With a deadline. We pitched the two learning opportunities to Smuqw’a’ and they
each chose a pathway forward. We considered different ways to brainstorm. Learners stretched their
brains to consider all the options available to them. We noticed that some learners needed time. Lots of it.
Some got to brainstorming right away. Some had one idea and were driving to it hard. Students mulled
over potential ideas and sifted through the possibilities. Brian and I were reminded once again- it takes
the time it takes.
Next came the prototyping stage. Sketching. Materials-listing. Design. Communicating. Labeling. Trying.
Trying again. Smuqw’a’ learners work to bring what was in their heads to the page. Feedback is especially
important in this stage of thinking. We did a gallery walk of our notebooks. What were others doing? How
were they showing their ideas? While this is happening, some are sitting in the ideation stage still. We
observe what we know to be true. We all work at different paces. Different phases of learning challenge
learners differently. It takes the time it takes.

Smuqw’a’ moves to creation next. Ideas leap off pages and breathe life into the world. Longhouses
emerge. Art is created. Stories are spun. Hands create. With the deadline coming up fast, learners are
aware of the ticking clock. Ideas of artist and artifact statements are introduced. As a clan, we consult
mentor texts to look at the kind of writing that shows up in galleries and museums. With support from
Pous ‘Elu leader, Sheila, we analyze a variety of artist statements. How are they written? What moves
do the authors make? What impact do these moves have? What can we borrow?
Just as we begin crafting artist statements, we also happen to have our first Hulq’umi’num’ language
lesson with Sonya George. She begins by introducing herself in Hulq’umi’num’, then translates to
English. She introduces herself by introducing her family. She speaks of her parents, grandparents,
great-grandparents and great-great-grandparents. She shares important information about each of
them. She shares the process of naming in Hulq’umi’num’-speaking culture. We take up the essence and
ideas she shares with us in our own artist statements. We reflect. Who is my family? What have I learned
from them? Do I know my grandparents? What is important about my ancestry? Am I curious about
my family?
To further support Smuqw’a’ understanding of curation and to see professionals at work, we plan to
head to Duncan. We make plans to visit the museum and art gallery. We are given a treat at the art
gallery.

They are hanging the next gallery and invite us to see it for ourselves. Artists even pop in and give their
attention to Smuqw’a’ questions. We consider the totems of downtown, the writing that accompany
them, and some take in the museum. With examples from professionals fresh in our brains, Smuqw’a’
begins the final touches on their own work and begin the work of designing the gallery itself.
Lastly, we invite all other clans to view the gallery as a first, dry run-through of the space. A day of rest is
soaked up in the sun outside as the lelum sees clans move through the space all day. Some learners take
up the opportunity to host other clans as they take in our work. Some play. Some work on the elk hide. At
the end of the day, time has run out. It is the end of the day and the gallery is ready for the evening.

Smuqw’a’ families join our gallery in droves.
They are invited in to the work of our clan,
seeing the fruits of student labour. Careful
attention is given to the children as they look
on in awe that so many adults care about their
work, want to know more, ask them questions.
The gallery demonstrates the breadth of
support our clan has, and the work we are
doing. The gallery is an opportunity to make
public the ways in which learning looks like at
Q’Shintul. The children are delighted at the
ways their work is being noticed and
celebrated.
As the Smuqw’a’ clan looks to the Spring, we
are bringing these skills of curation and artifact
gathering and noticing as we begin to imagine
our own witnessing blanket. What does it
mean to witness the Cowichan Valley?
This is the direction the Smuqw’a’ clan has
chosen to go. This is where Brian and I will
work to support them. Students take the lead.
We follow. Students are centered. We support.

